
Competition
How much production space does our SK-CONT plant have?

If you have read the CONTAINEX newsletter carefully, the solution is very easy! To participate 
in the competition, simply open the form via QR code or www.containex.com/competition 
and fill it in.* The first 5 senders with the right answer will receive a CONTAINEX „coffee to 
go“ cup.**

Storage and material containers are booming. CONTAINEX is playing a major role in 
this. Because first-class quality, innovative features and individual configurability
impress customers worldwide.  

CONTAINEX containers are a practical solution to quickly create space for a wide variety of requirements. 
For example, for a portable material store or a self-storage facility. More than 250,000 storage containers 
have been produced since the start. This indicates that CONTAINEX is on the right track with quality and 
flexible adaptability of our products. For example, customers can choose from sizes from 6 to 20 feet 
and many equipment options such as the practical electrical and security packages or the space-saving 
sectional door.

In demand like
never before!
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On behalf of the management

Dear CONTAINEX partners! 

We live in a time of many challenges. 
At CONTAINEX, we remain focused on 
what we do best: promoting cabin and 
container innovations. We are focusing 
on two areas. On the one hand, quality 
and expanding the possible uses of our 
products. On the other hand, aspects of 
sustainability. Which brings us full-circle 
to the aforementioned challenges of our 
time. The fact is that with the „Green 
Technology“ certificate we have made 
a commitment in the areas of climate 
and environmental protection, and we 
can already demonstrate considerable 
success in reducing CO₂. This is another 
reason why this issue of our News informs 
you about CONTAINEX‘s sustainability 
activities and how our innovations improve 
both the quality of our cabins and contai-
ners and the environmental balance of our 
company.

I hope you enjoy reading our news.

Anniversary photo from our production plant SK-CONT

Production plant for our storage containers Precise welding seams using the latest technology

*Entry deadline is 12/ 31/2022 **Employees of the companies of the WALTER GROUP (incl. CONTAINEX production plants) and their relatives
     are excluded from participation in the competition



The new CONTAINEX PLUS Line - ideal as a long-term or temporary space solution

Wall-to-wall floor cover Interior with suspended ceiling and LED lighting as standard

High-quality sanitary installations (concealed fittings)

Flexible PLUS
feel good
With the PLUS Line, CONTAINEX is completely redefining 
modules. The first-class equipment creates feel-good 
spaces in which people can work intensively but also play 
happily.

The premier class in modular construction is an ideal space solution 
for the highest demands. Thanks to the modular design, high-quality 
offices are just as possible as child-friendly nurseries or stylish sales 
rooms. What all PLUS Line models have in common is their first-
class equipment. Floors, roof and walls boast U-values of up to 0.14 
or 0.17 m²K, thus creating a CO2 reduction of up to 65% compared to 
standard European products. The insulated glazing and windows with 
5-chamber profile also boast maximum energy efficiency. Venetian 
blinds and other shading options protect against internal heat.
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Cost-effective

and saving CO2

See for yourself!

Bright rooms through fixed glazing



Environmentally-friendly wooden facade (on site) Ecological and sustainable ceiling designCO₂-neutral floor cover

Innovative PLUS sustainable
The PLUS Line is also an answer to environmental protection issues. Numerous innovations for maximum sustainability are already
installed in these modules. More will follow.

At CONTAINEX innovations that have already been implemented in the areas of 
ecology and indoor climate are always an incentive for even more innovations. As 
part of a concept study, we set ourselves new goals in these areas. For example, 
breathable walls, wooden ceilings and the implementation of split air conditioning 

units to name a few. In addition, CONTAINEX is preparing a photovoltaic concept 
for generating electricity on the module roof and generating hot water using heat 
pumps. Appropriate prototypes are already planned for the near future.
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Concept study: CONTAINEX PLUS Line with eco components
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See for yourself!



„Green Technology“ by CONTAINEX
CONTAINEX demonstrates on a daily basis that business success and sustainability are perfectly compatible.
With the „Green Technology“ certificate, we even issue an ecological guarantee.

Positive balance sheets are only a success if they are achieved with maximum 
consideration for the environment. With this in mind, we attach great importance 
to low energy consumption and carbon emissions. With the „Green Technology“ 
certificate, we have committed ourselves to this and achieved considerable 

successes. 50,000 tonnes less CO₂ per year by using the most modern insulation 
systems and yearly environmental audits in our production plants, such as in our 
SK-CONT storage container factory with a production area of 11.050 m² to name 
a few.

You can find more information and short videos about our products
at www.containex.com/showpark.

We are convinced of the quality and sustainability of our products.
That is why you benefit from our buy-back guarantee* for every CONTAINEX office,
sanitary or storage container you have purchased, whether new or pre-owned.

Let us advise you or send us a buyback request directly at www.containex.com/buy-back.

*The buyback guarantee applies to reuseable containers and cabins in the European Union, Switzerland and the United Kingdom; limited in time to a maximum of 20 years. 
Anything older, by separate agreement.

Tip Did you know that we offer a buy-back guarantee* for all modular buildings as 
well as individual cabins and containers purchased from us?
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Production according to strict environmental and quality standards - ARCONT production plant, SI
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